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Advantages 
*We can use existing personnel (no programmer) 
*Documents available “decades” from 2012 
*Information on referenced web pages would not be lost 
when captured as PDFs 
*Text and keyword search 
*Hosted by our own parent institution 
*Integrated with the university’s Lightweight Directory 
Access Protocol (ldap) 
*Strong developer community 
*Large global install base among prestigious universities 
*Keep, for the record, the 2010-2012 commission rules 
for the report 


Three versions 
DSpace 
DSpace 
Report workflow 
Writing drafts 
Insert links into drafts 3-
6 to evidence documents 
in Sakai LMS and 
websites 
Convert links 
to DSpace 
links 
Format in-line 
and reference  
links 
Writers upload 
documents to Sakai 
LMS 
Librarians download evidence from 
Sakai and convert all documents and 
webpages to PDF 
Metadata 
spreadsheet created 
and PDFs uploaded 
to DSpace 
Writers collect 
evidence documents 
Evidence workflow 
Moving the documents from writers to DSpace 
Sakai  
DSpace 
Metadata 
PDFs 
Occasional replacements 
Uploading, 
changing 

“Sequence URL” 
*http://dspace.lib.hawaii.edu/bitstream/handle/10790/
476/www.capitol.hawaii.gov-
hrs0304A104.pdf?sequence=1  
*If we needed to go to a specific page in the document, 
we added the page number (very useful in very long 
documents): 
*http://dspace.lib.hawaii.edu/bitstream/handle/10790/
476/www.capitol.hawaii.gov-
hrs0304A104.pdf?sequence=1#page=2 
 
Reference Links 
Metadata 
*dc.contributor.author 
*dc.title 
*dc.title.alternative  
*dc.type 
*dc.type.dcmi 
*dc.date.issued 
*dc.description (when possible) 
*dc.relation.uri (for websites) 
*dc.relation.ispartofseries  
*dc.description.abstract 
*dc.format.extent (for pages) 
*dc.date.accessed: for websites 
 
 
*User familiarity with IT 
*Filename inconsistency 
*Report and evidence documents 
frequently updated 
*Reformatting evidence documents 
*Occasional need to delete item  
*Occasional need to change out bitstream 
 
 
*Firewall slowed downloads. Size limit @ 
25MB, then firewall reconfigured. 
*Problems converting to PDF/A 
*One website did not convert well to PDF 
(Adobe Flash)  
*Display differences among browsers 
*In 2013, Adobe Acrobat’s “/page=##” 
notation did not work as well as in 2012. 
 
 
*Used Sakai to display hundreds of reports presented “en masse” in 
public folders.  
*Links in PDF-captured websites still worked. (but will not for 
decades) 
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http://dspace.lib.hawaii.edu/handle/10790/661 
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